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Bunny Bag Fun 
Can be used as a piñata! 

1.  Get supplies ready.  I used tissue paper from presents that were given to 

me in bags.  Any tissue paper will do!  Make eyes, ears, and nose out of 

scraps of paper you might have on hand.  I bought shiny paper odds and 

ends at the paper outlet. 

2.  Cut the tissue strips.  Any size bag will do, just cut the tissue as wide as 

whatever bag you are using (lunch bag, grocery bag, or gift bag).   
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3. Start gluing from the bottom of the bag and work up.  Do about 1/2 the 

bag at a time if you are working quickly.  Make one line of glue per row if 

helping a child make this.  Place tissue paper on glue working from the 

bottom to the top, overlapping the tissue. 

4.  Add more glue as you add rows.   
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5.  Continue adding tissue to the top of the bag.  Then, cut tissue as wide 

as the sides and do the same thing.  Place books in the bag when it is on 

the side to keep it from tipping.  Add some rows of tissue to the very 

bottom of the bag.  

6.  Decorate the bag as a bunny for Easter treats, adding a cotton ball 

tail on the back side. The same idea can be used for other animals for 

other special days.   
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